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The collision-induced dipole in the system He-H2 is calculated in the multistructure Valence Bond 
method, using the nonorthogonal monomer orbitals. In the region around the collision diameter, which 
contributes most to the collision-induced ir absorption, the long range results (the leading terms are the 
quadrupole-induced dipole on He with R ~4 dependence and the dispersion dipole with R ~7 dependence) 
are modified by overlap effects. The short range behavior is determined, moreover, by the appearance of 
other important terms, the exchange dipole and the overlap-induction dipole on H 2, which vanish in the 
long range. Since all the short range contributions have approximately the same (exponential) dependence 
on the intennolecular distance, they can be collected and added as a single exponential dipole function to 
the R “ 4 and R " 7 long range terms. Of the latter terms the R ~1 dispersion dipole is of little importance.
I. INTRODUCTION
During a collision between two unlike atoms or m ole­
cules the intermolecular interaction generates a dipole 
moment in the collision complex, which for obvious 
reasons is  called a “collision induced dipole.” B e­
cause collision induced dipoles are a function of the in­
term olecular separation, the relative orientation of the 
m olecules and the intramolecular vibrational coordi­
nates, they give r ise  to absorption and em ission  of ra ­
diation involving all three types of degrees of freed o m .1 
The absorption and em ission  due to translational and 
rotational motion are observed as broad bands in the 
far infrared (100-600 cm"1); the collision  induced v i­
brational transitions are associated with much shorter  
wavelengths, for instance the vibrational transitions of 
H2 lie around 4500 cm"1.
Much work has been done on the m easurem ents of 
these spectra, see , for instance, Ref. 2 or the com pi­
lation of Rich and McKellar3 for extensive literature  
surveys. Since the pioneering work of Van Kranendonk4 
and Poll and Van Kranendonk5 much effort has also been 
put into the development of a theory explaining the line 
shapes. For a review of these theories we refer to 
Ref. 1.
Considerably le s s  attention has been paid to the m ech­
anism that yields the collision  induced dipole itself, and 
especially  the influence of the short range effects, such 
as exchange and penetration, has rarely been studied; 
consequently their role in the induction mechanism is  at 
present not well understood. More has been written 
about the long range forces, and in particular the im ­
portance of a permanent multipole on one molecule in­
ducing a dipole on the other has often been stressed , as 
it g ives the leading contribution in a 1 /R  expansion of 
the dipole moment. 6,7 This effect is  of course absent 
in the collision  of two noble gas atoms. Here, the long 
range induced dipole is caused by the London dispersion  
forces as has been d iscussed  in Refs. 10 and 11.
^Supported  in p a r t  by the N ether lands  Foundation fo r  Chem ical  
R e s e a rc h  (SON) with financial aid f ro m  the N ether lands  O r ­
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The few papers that deal with short range forces all 
consider pairs of atoms. M atchaandNesbet12performed 
some SCF calculations on noble gas pairs, and Lacey 
and Byers Brown13 did f ir s t  order perturbation calcula­
tions on the sam e system s and a few other atomic pairs. 
Nobody to date, however, has included the relevant long 
and short range effects in one single calculation; hence 
the question of the relative importance of these effects  
is  s till  undecided.
In this paper we will consider long and short range 
contributions to the collision  induced dipole for the first  
time within one formalism: the multistructure valence 
bond (VB) method. We have chosen to undertake this 
study on the H e-H 2 system  for several reasons: In the 
first place the induced vibrational spectrum has been 
interpreted recently ,14 enabling a comparison of the 
calculations with the experiment (although a comparison  
with the resu lts  of this paper is  only partially possible, 
since the translational band has not yet been interpreted  
and we do not consider changes in the vibrational coor­
dinate. In a second paper we will give a more detailed  
analysis including vibration). A second reason for the 
choice of H e-H 2 is  that we have previously calculated  
part of its potential energy su rface ,15 a lso  using the 
VB form alism  so that we had a wavefunction at our 
disposal. (It has appeared that the dipole moment 
could not be directly calculated from this wavefunction, 
however, since it is  much more sensitive to orthogo- 
nalization of the orbital basis  than the interaction en­
ergy). Finally, mixtures of noble gases with H2 belong 
to the m ost widely investigated system s, and H e-H 2 is  
the s im plest example of such a mixture, al lea st  from  
the quantum chem ist’s point of view.
As has been pointed out b efore ,16 the VB method 
changes for increasing interm olecular distance into an 
ordinary perturbation method. One can use this fea ­
ture of VB as a selection  criterion  for VB structures; 
that is, one includes in the calculation only the VB 
structures that are known to give important contributions 
in the long range. Doing this, one assum es im plicitly  
that short range forces are not yet so dominant in the 
region of in terest that they make a modelling after long 
range theory im possib le . Our experience with calcula­
tions around the Van der Waals minimum is that this
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assumption holds reasonably well for the energy, and 
it is interesting to see  whether this also works for the 
dipole moment, especially  since the distances of inter­
est are somewhat shorter in this case . The region  
most sensitively  probed by the experiment ranges from
4. 5 -8  bohr and the sensitivity  peaks just inside the 
scattering diameter.
. THEORY
The valence bond method is  a variational method; 
therefore it requires the solution of a secular problem  
with the Hamilton matrix elem ents having the following
form:
Here H A is  the Hamiltonian of monomer A, H B of mono- 
mer B, and V describes the interaction between the 
two. The operator Y is  the spinfree equivalent of a s in ­
glet spin projector tim es the antisym m etrizer; it is a 
linear combination of all electron permutations. In this 
work Y  is  an NP-type Young projector and hence our 
VB structures are the spinfree equivalents of spin- 
bonded functions.17 The ¿zth excited state $ aA of molecule  
A is a product of SCF orbitals obtained from a H artree-  
Fock calculation on the free monomer; <f>® is  constructed  
analogously. In accordance with the usual second order 
perturbation theory for long range fo r c e s18 only singly  
excited states on each of the monomers are taken into 
account. This means that we do not take intramolecular  
correlation into consideration.
Two different spin coupling schem es are possible:
A and B can both be excited to a triplet or to a singlet  
state. Since we have found e a r lie r 15 that the VB struc­
tures arising from tr ip le t-tr ip le t  coupling hardly mix 
into the VB ground state of the complex, we do not in­
clude these kinds of states.
For larger interm olecular distances the differential 
overlap between orbitals on A and B becom es neglig i­
ble, and hence Y factorizes effectively into a product 
of two singlet Young projectors Y A and YB, with Y A 
acting on the electrons of A only and Y B acting on the 
electrons of B.
As we have d iscussed  e a r lie r ,16 the solution ^ Vb °f 
the secular problem corresponding to the low est en er­
gy, may be thought of as having been obtained in the 
long range from a perturbation treatment (PT) in a 
finite b asis . Defining the resolventi?0 of the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian H A+ H B in this b a s is19:
a, b A E ab
where lab) = | y A4>A) I 7 b<ï>b>, andB t B'
A Eab = (E£ - E ? )  + ( E $ - E ? )B
we can write 19
' I ' p t )  = (1 + R qV + R 0VR0V + • • • ) !  00) .
Here we have used that the f ir s t  order interaction is  
zero in the long range.
The dipole moment of the complex can now be approx 
itnated by:
(Mp t ) - ( ^ pt  M ^ pt)>
where ¡jl = ¡ j l a +  ¡iB and ^ A =  T / a e A ^ a Q o i (a sum over the 
particles a  of A, which have charges q a and position  
vectors r a). An analogous definition holds for / iB. 
Using the above perturbation expansion of \£PT one 
writes through second order in V for (/jLpt):
( M p t )  =  ( 0 0  | j i ( 0 , 0 ) +  / i ( 1 , 0 )  +  m ( 1 , 1 )  +  M ( 2 , 0 )  | 0 0 > , ( 1 )
where the effective dipole moment operators are given 
by:
jLi(0,0) = /x
l i" '0)= » R 0V + V R olx
Ha ’l) = VR0tlR0V
M(2'0) = i iR0VR0V + V R 0VR0ii
(2)
The first contribution to (/xPX), which is of zeroth order 
in V, is  the vector sum of the permanent moments on 
the monomers; this contribution is  zero for H e-H 2.
The term of f ir st  order in V corresponds to a permanent 
moment on A inducing a dipole on B plus a permanent 
moment on B inducing a dipole on A. We will elaborate 
the matrix elem ent (0 0 1 / i (1,0) 100) in the appendix, where 
a formula is  derived for the induced dipole in a pair of 
m olecules of arbitrary sym m etry. For the complex 
under consideration only part of the (1, 0) contribution 
occurs, because He does not have any multipole m o­
ment. The third and fourth term s have no c la ss ica l  
counterparts, we will refer to them as (1, 1) dispersion  
and (2, 0) dispersion, respectively . Byers Brown 
and Whisnant10 have named these term s dispersion of 
type II and type I, respectively .
Although the solution of the secular problem contains 
in principle a superposition of all orders of perturba­
tion, we can nevertheless separate to a certain extent 
the different orders of perturbation within the VB 
framework by relying on the high sym m etry of the 
monomers and assuming that third and higher order 
effects are negligible. In order to explain the procedure 
we need a few definitions. The He states of different 
sym m etry sp ecies  (i. e . , of different L -quantum num­
ber) and of different sym m etry subspecies ( i . e . ,  of 
different M -quantum number) are labelled by X. The 
indices X are in 1 -1  correspondence with the se t  of 
spherical harmonics or their real form, the tessera l  
harm onics. The latter correspondence is  used to 
denote the X’s explicitly. Sim ilarly ¡1 labels the H2 
states of different symmetry; the notation common for 
homonuclear diatomics is  used to denote ¡i explicitly.
We can now write R 0 as follows:
(3)
where i?0(X; /i) includes a sum over all states of sym ­
metry X on He and a sum over all H2 states character­
ized by m .
For a linear complex lying along the z  axes the m ul­
tipole expansion for V through iT 4 dependence takes the 
form (for neutral monomers):
V = R -3[ -  2V3( z ; z ) + V 3( x ; x ) + V s(y;y) ]
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TABLE I. Decomposition of the effective dipole m om ent
#
o p e ra to r s  defined in (2) into sy m m e try  adapted components for 
the l in e a r  ca se .
= §  R "4 Rq(z; crg) V4(z; 3z2 - r 2)+ H erm itian  conjugate
M( l , l ) = 3 R - l {V 3(z; z )R 0(z; au)v.*eR 0(3z l - r 2; a J V ^ Z z 2 - r 2; z)
+ VziXi x )RQ(x ; lTXtU)Vs R q{xZ, ^x,i)  V,\(xZ, x)
+ ^y,u) ^ T R o(yz  ^ *ytU) v 4(yz;y)}
- 3  R ' 7 {V3( z ; z )R 0(z; cru) ^ R Q(z; crg)V4{z; 3z 1 - r 2)
+ V2(x ;x )Rg(x; ttx,u) $ 2R q(x; nXtg) V4(x;xz)
+ Vziy ;y )R Q{y;TrytU) ^ R 0{y; Trytg) V4(y; yz)}
+ H erm itian  conjugate
= 3 R ~7 n*e R 0{z; crg) {V3{z; z )R 0(3z2 - r 2; cru)VA{3z2 - r 2;z)
+ V3(x; x )R q(xz; 7rXfU) V4(xz ; x)
+ ^ 3(3’; y)R viyz; TTy.J V4(yz; y)
+ V4(3z 2 - r 2; z ) R 0(z; cru) V3{z; z)
+ V4(xz; x )R 0(x; nXtU) V3(x; x)
+ V^iyz; y)Ro(y; nytU) 1^ (3;; 3;)}
- 3  R ' 1 Hz2R 0{s; (Tu) {V2( z ; z)Rq{z\ (Jg)V4(z; 3z 2 - r 2)
+ V2(x; x )R 0(x; irXtg) V4(x; xz)
+ V3(y ;y )R 0(y; ny,g) V4(y>; yz)
+ V4(z; 3z 2 - r ~ ) R 0(z; au) V3(z ; z)
+ VA(x; x z ) R 0(x; 7rXfU) V3{x; x)
+ V\iy;yz)R^{y; *VtU) ^ 3(3’; 3J)}
+ H e rm it ia n  conjugate
+ 3iT 4[ -  \V  ¿ 3 z z - r 2; 2 )+ V ¿xcz;x) + VA( yz ; y ) ]  (4)
-  3i?‘4[ -  jV 4(2 ; 322 -? '2) + VA(x\xz)  + VA( y ; y z ) ] .
Here V3(z; z) stands for (2aeAtf <*2a)(Sfl6BQzz z) and sim ilar  
definitions hold for the other interactions. In the case  
of a perpendicular, T shaped, complex, which can be 
obtained from the linear one by rotating H2 around the 
y  axis over 90°, we substitute:
Viz- ,  3z2 - r * ) = -  j V t(z; 3x2 -  r 2) + §V4(z; z2 - y 2)
into the expansion of V, in order to have again only 
term s which are adapted to the local sym m etries (the 
sym m etries of the subsystem s).
Using (3) and (4) one can expand the effective dipole 
operators defined in (2), see  Tables I and n . In deriving  
these tables we have translated the operators / iA and 
to the centers of m ass of the respective monomers, 
which is  allowed for neutral su b sy s te m s ..
Now we can define the different dipole moment con­
tributions in the VB form alism . Let us agree to call a 
VB structure of local sym m etry (z; crg) which represents  
He in an excited state and H2 in its ground state a “He- 
induction structure,” then we see  from Tables I and II 
that a calculation on a basis  that consists  of only the 
He induction structures and the ground state gives the 
(1, 0) part of the dipole moment. We also see  from
Tables I and II that He induction structures contribute 
to the (1, 1) and (2, 0) part, but that they only do so in 
cooperation with “dispersion” VB structures (singly ex­
cited on both monomers) of other local sym m etry. If, 
for instance, the dispersion structures of (z ;cru) sym ­
metry are added to the basis  the He induction structures 
will give a contribution to the (1, 1) and (2 ,0) dispersion  
dipoles on H2, and to the (2, 0) dispersion dipole on He, 
both in the case of the linear complex.
In analogy we call a VB structure representing He 
in its ground state and H2 in an excited au state (linear 
complex) or ttzu state (perpendicular complex) an “H2 
induction structure” . As can be seen from Tables I 
and n  these structures alone do not give a long range 
contribution to the dipole; in the short range they give 
a dipole moment on H2, which is  induced by penetration 
of the He atom into the charge cloud of the H2 molecule, 
causing incomplete screening of the He nucleus, and by 
the repulsive exchange force originating from the over­
lap. We refer to this effect as H2 overlap-induction.
The total dipole moment ( M v b )  =  b I A1 I ^ v b )  is  °b- 
tained from a VB calculation including the ground state, 
the He induction structures, the H2 induction structures
TABLE II. Decomposition of the effective dipole m om ent 
o p e ra to rs  defined in (2) into sy m m e try  adapted components for 
the pe rpend icu la r  case .
^(1,0) = _  J i?-1 /£'eR 0( z ; crg) V4(z; 3x2 —r 2) + H erm it ian  conjugate 
M (1*0 = 3 R "7 {V3( z; z )R q(z ; R q(3z 2 -  r2; irZfU) V4(3z2 -  r2; z)
+ V3(x ;x )R 0(x; au) ^ e R q(xz; <tu) V4 (xz; x)
+ V ziy \y )R ^y \  *y,u) R o(yz; 3’)}
- 3 ¿T7 {- i  v3(z; z ) R 0(z; wgtU) & R 0(z; ag) V4(z; 3x2 - r 2)
+ 1 V3( z ; z ) R0(z; R 0(z; 6e2^2tg)V4( z ; z 2 - y 2)
+ V3(x ; x ) R q( x ;  cru)H z 2 R 0(x; irZtg) V4{x; xz)
+ Vz(y ;y )RQiy \  Ky.tJVz2R 0(y; <5z y , g ) V 4 ( y ; y z ) }
+ H erm it ian  conjugate
¿¿(2’0) = 3 R "1 Hze R Q(z; org) {V3(z; z ) R Q(3z2 - r 2; TrZtU)V4{3z2 - r 2\ z )
+ V3(x ; x )R 0(xz; crj V4(xz; x)
+ y^y \y )R^){yz \  TTytU) V 4{yz;y )
+ V4(3z2 - r 2; z )R 0(z; n2fU) V3(z; z)
+ V4(xz; x ) R 0(x; cru) V3(x ; x)
+ V4{yz ;y )R 0(y;TTytU)V 3(y;y)}
-  3 R ' 1 ^ 2  R 0(s ; 7T2tU) { -  i  V3(z; z ) R 0(z; ag) V4(z ; 3x2 - r 2)
+ 1 V3{z; z ) R q(z; 6z2^ 2tg) V4( z ; 2 2 - y 2)
+ V3(x; x )R q(x; trZtg) V4(x; xz)
+ v 3(y; y ) R o(y; 6zy,e) v \(y> y z )
- i v 4(z; 3x2 - r 2)R 0(z; nZtU) V3{z; z)
+ 1 V4(z; z 2 - y 2)R Q{z; TTZfU) V3(z; z)
+ V4(x; x z ) R 0(x; ou) V3(x; x)
+ v 4( y ; y z ) R 0{y, y)}
+ H erm it ian  conjugate
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and the dispersion structures which determine the R"7 
contribution in the long range (see Tables I and II); the 
latter structures also account for part of the higher 
(7T9, e tc .)  dispersion contributions. Such a VB calcu­
lation yields the coefficients in the following expansion:
(5)
a,  b
The VB dipole moment is  split into three parts:
+ 2 2 _, < y * 0A*o | M I ^ > f ) C al,C00
a,  b
+ £ '  Y . ' i Y Q t e
a,  b a ' , b '
B
b aby-' a b (6)
Then, summarizing, we define the following contribu­
tions:
(i) The exchange dipole is  the expectation value of \i 
over the ground state VB structure. This contribution, 
which is  due to the antisymmetrization only and vanishes in 
the long range, is  practically equal to the f ir st  term
of (6) since the coefficient C00 is  very close to unity.
(ii) The induction dipole on He is  the dipole obtained 
from a VB calculation including all induction VB struc­
tures on He, together with the ground state. Analo­
gously for the (overlap-) induction dipole on H2. These  
contributions form part of the second term in (6).
(iii) The (2, 0) dispersion dipole is  obtained from the 
same term as the induction dipoles, i. e . , 2 j '
(Y$q$q  I [i l5/ i>^ <i>B>Ca0C00 for m olecule A, but now the 
coefficients Ca0 are modified by the admixture of the 
appropriate (2, 0) dispersion structures (see  Tables I 
and II) in the VB calculation. Subtracting the induction 
dipoles defined in (ii) y ields the (2, 0) d ispersion dipole. 
This procedure is  justified since the long range ex ­
pansion of the second term in (6) is  the following:
2(00  | l±(R0V  + R 0V R 0V )  100 ) = ( 0 0 | / i a ' 0 ) + M (2’0 , | 00 ) ,
which can be proved by substituting the long range r e ­
sults for the VB coefficients:
Cab~fab  1 + R qV + R-oVR-o 100).
(iv) Analogously, if we substitute these coefficients  
into the third term of (6) and retain only the term in V2 
we find:
(00 | VR0fiR0V |00> = (00 | m (1,1) 100)
ancl, so, the (1, 1) dispersion dipole in VB is defined as 
the third term in (6) restr icted  to those matrix e le ­
ments that yield the corresponding long range d isper­
sion contribution (Tables I and II).
Because in VB the wavefunctions are antisym m etrized  
ancl the exact interaction operator is  used instead of 
only the low est term s in the multipole expansion, the 
dispersion term s are modified by exchange and penetra­
tion and will no longer have an R"7 dependence for 
smaller d istances. The (1, 0) He induction term too 
will deviate from a str ic t  R~* dependence. H2 overlap- 
induction will becom e an important contribution, as 
will the exchange dipole. D ecreasing R we will a lso
find that more and more matrix elem ents which are 
vanishing in the long range will be giving contributions, 
because of the breakdown of local selection  rules, and 
hence that the separately distinguished contributions 
(i) to (iv) will no longer completely add up to (/jlvB).
. COMPUTATIONS
Two geom etries of the H e-H 2 complex are considered: 
a perpendicular, T shaped, one and a linear conforma­
tion. In both cases  the interm olecular distance is  varied  
from 4 .0 - 1 0 .0  bohr, whereas the H-H distance is  kept 
fixed at 1. 40 bohr„
The SCF monomer orbitals, from which the VB 
structures are constructed, are taken from Geurts 
et a l . 15 The A. O. basis used in that reference is  a 
H(6, 4, 1 /1 , 2, 1), He(6, 2, 1 /1 , 1, 1) G. T. O. basis, with 
the exponents of the polarization functions optimized 
for a calculation of the dispersion energy.
At the start of this work it was our intention to use 
the VB wavefunctions as well from Ref. 15. The VB 
structures in that work are derived from orthogonalized 
orbitals, and if one uses these the dipole induced on He 
by H2 at a distance of 8. 0 bohr in the perpendicular 
geometry com es out to be -  29 .14  10"5 a. u. The same  
contribution to the dipole moment of the complex can be 
calculated c la ss ica lly . Employing the values a??6 
= 1.335, (Q”2) = 0.4931, (Q,2) = 0. 3639, and (C?“2)
= 0. 2365, all calculated from the basis  of Geurts et al . , 
one finds a c la ss ica l value of -  23. 77 10"5 a. u. Judging 
from our experience in calculating van der Waals ener­
gies this difference of about 20% between the VB and the 
long range resu lt was considered too high, so  we calcu­
lated the sam e dipole in a basis  originating from the 
pure, and hence nonorthogonal, monomer orbitals.
This gave -  23. 89 10"5 a. u . , a number in perfect agree­
ment with the c la ss ica l result. It is easy to understand 
why orthogonalization has such a relatively large effect: 
by mixing the orbitals on A with those on B, and vice
#
versa, one contaminates the VB structures with 
charge transfer structures, and an amount of charge of 
0. 66 10-5 a. u. transferred from one m olecule to the 
other is  already sufficient to explain the above d iffer­
ences. So, because of this sensitiv ity  of the calculated  
collision  induced dipoles to the artificial charge trans­
fer introduced by orthogonalization, all subsequent 
calculations had to be performed in a basis  of VB 
structures derived from the original nonorthogonal 
monomer MO’s. The method employed by us is  de­
scribed in Ref. 20.
Unfortunately such a calculation is  rather difficult, 
and because the van der Waals energy is  hardly af­
fected by orthogonalization, our program handling non­
orthogonal orbitals was never developed past a pilot 
stage. As the main limitation is  that it can handle at 
most eight nonorthogonal, nondoubly occupied orbitals  
simultaneously, we were forced to divide up the calcu­
lations into sm aller  p ieces . /
From the perturbation resu lts  given in Tables I and 
n  it is c lear that in the long range a VB calculation, 
involving all structures that give an R"7 dependence,
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TABLE HI. Decomposition of the VB dipole m om ents  for the l in ea r  g e o m e try . 1 All dipole m om ents  a re
bin 10"" a .u .
R
[bohr] Exchange
H: -over lap  
induction He-induction0 (2 , 0) d isp (1, 1) disp R es t (/^VB )
4 .0 1768.48 2S70 .56 1020.39(834.33) 384.21 — 25.05 - 3 4 9 .9 9 5623.60
5.2 249.07 377.87 300. 81(282. 87) 51.92 — o » 3 o - 6 3 . 9 3 910.39
5. 6 121.96 1 8 4 . IS 214. 89(208. 97) 11. 14 - 3 . 3 9 - 2 9 . 5 9 499.19
6 . 0 57. 73 87. 97 159.07(157. 76) - 5 . 3 2 - 2 . 0 7 - 12 . SI 284.57
7.0 7. 57 12. 57 83.93(84. 34) - 7 .  69 - 0 . 7 1 - 1 . 2 4 94.43
S.O 0.78 1.53 49.02(49.17) - 3 . 3 3 - 0 . 26 - 0 . 10 47.64
10.0 0 . 00 0 .02 20 . 00(20 . 00) - 0 .  57 - 0 . 0 5 0 .0 0 19. 40
aThe decom position  is p e r fo rm ed  accord ing  to the definitions (i)-(iv) given in the text.
t Posit ive  d irec t ion  of the dipole moment c o r re sp o n d s  with negatively  charged  H: and positively  charged  He.
I Q
cIn p a re n th e se s  the multipole expansion r e s u l t s  a r e  given, ca lcu la ted  as  a sum of the R~ , R m\  and R~ 
t e rm s .
can be split. In the linear case, for instance, we see  
that a calculation based on the ground state and struc­
tures of (z)Qg) and ( z ; a u) sym m etry gives one term of 
the (1, 1) dispersion dipole on H2 and one term of the 
(2, 0) dipole on He (and the He induction, of course). 
Another calculation, based on ( z \ o e) and (xz; ïïx u) s tru c­
tures, gives a different term of the (2, 0) dipole on He 
and no contribution to the (1, 1) dipole. As far as per­
turbation theory holds, such term s are strictly  addi­
tive.
E a r lier16 it was noted in energy calculations that a 
sim ilar additivity also holds for shorter distances. 
Several tests  on the dipole moment of this complex at 
R = 5. 2 and 8. 0 bohr have shown that here too the ad­
ditivity predicted by long range theory holds excellen t­
ly. even though at 5. 2 bohr exchange and penetration 
are far from negligible. This makes it possible to 
partition the orbital set into subsets of different local 
sym m etry and to divide the complete VB calculation  
into sm aller ones based on choices out of these subsets  
guided by Tables I and II.
However, a complication a r ise s  here from the fact 
that the Tables I and n  are derived under the assum p­
tion of orthogonal states and hence orthogonal orbitals. 
So, additivity holds only str ictly  in that case; or, in 
other words, the orbitals figuring in the resolvents of 
Tables I and U must be interpreted as orthogonalized  
orbitals. The orthogonalized orbitals can of course  
be expanded in term s of the original orbitals. Sub­
stituting these expansions into the resolvents, it follows 
that coupling matrix elem ents occur that are zero  in the 
long range. The strength of these coupling matrix e le ­
ments is determined by the interm olecular overlap of 
the orbitals involved, which is  negligibly sm all in m ost 
ca se s . Such mixing does not occur for orbitals of d if­
ferent global sym m etry (Cxv and C2v for the linear and 
the perpendicular case, respectively) which have zero  
overlap, and the corresponding parts of the resolvent  
are still  additive.
The latter property was used when making a first  
partitioning of the VB calculation with the nonorthogonal 
orbitals. In the linear case we have included the d is ­
persion structures of (a, a) type and those of (tt, tt) type
in two separate VB calculations; in the perpendicular 
case we had to make a further splitting of the VB ca l­
culation. The number of orbitals in each VB calcula­
tion was restricted  by inspecting the weight of the 
structures in the VB wavefunction of Geurts et  a l . 10 in 
which these orbitals occur. Moreover, we have per­
formed numerous tests to check that no important over­
lap contributions were neglected and that additivity 
holds between the separate VB calculations.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Tables n i  and IV the different contributions to the 
dipole moment are given for the linear and the perpen­
dicular case, respectively . Note that the (1, 1) con­
tribution is absent for the T shaped complex. Because 
this contribution is only 10°o of the (2, 0) dipole for the 
linear geometry, a number in accordance with the find­
ings of Byers Brown and Whisnant,10,11 and because the 
(2, 0) d ispersion itse lf  is  already very sm all, we 
decided that it was not worth the effort to calculate this 
sm all effect in the perpendicular case as well.
As will be shown in a second paper, the region r e ­
sponsible for the collision  induced absorption in H e-H 2 
stretches from 4. 5 - 8 .0  bohr. We see  that the two short 
range effects, exchange and H2 overlap-induction, are 
dominant there, although the dipole moment in He in­
duced by the permanent moments on H2 is  a lso sizable. 
This latter term has a strikingly good R ' A dependence 
down to R = 5. 2 bohr. As far as the absence of higher
multipole term s (i?“6, R'°, e tc .)  is  concerned, this can 
be understood since the hexadecapole and higher per­
manent moments of H2 are relatively  s m a l l .21 What is 
surprising, however, is the absence of short range 
effects, while short range forces becom e nonnegligible 
at around 7. 0 bohr, which can also be seen  from the 
fact that the d ispersion term s fail to have an i?"7 depen­
dence for d istances shorter than 7. 0 bohr. The (2, 0) 
dispersion even changes sign in that region.
Regarding a com parison with the resu lts  of Poll and 
Hunt14 obtained from an interpretation of the experi­
mental spectrum, we note that one can write:
Mil ~ ^ 0 1  ~  + >
-8
23
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TABLE IV. Decomposition of the VB dipole m om ents  for the pe rpend icu la r  geom etry .  All 
dipole m om ents  a re  in 10“° a .u .  (see captions Table III).
R
[bohr ] Exchange
H 2-o v e r lap  
induction He-induction (2 , 0 ) disp Rest (^vb)
4.0 1136.97 1412.02 — 219. 35(— 364.63) 52. 36 - 1 3 2 .9 6 2249.04
5.2 172.37 176.57 — 116. 23(— 130. 61) - 2 6 . 8 9 - 2 2 . 5 7 183.25
5. 6 84.21 85.67 - 9 1 . 98(—97.55) - 2 3 .  87 - 1 1 . 2 4 42.79
6 .0 39.24 40. 70 -  72. 58(— 74. 30) - 1 8 . 3 6 - 5 . 3 4 - 1 6 . 3 4
7.0 ■A. ( -i 5. 64 — 40. 65(— 40. 37) - 7 . 4 6 - 0 . 9 3 - 3 8 .  66
S.O 0.43 0. 65 - 2 3 .  S9(— 23. 77) - 2 .  84 - 0 . 2 3 — 25.88
10.0 0 .00 0 .00 - 9 .  80(—9.79) — 0. 54 0 .01 - 1 0 . 3 3
Here the A  values are the ones defined by Poll and Hunt 
in their parametrization of the dipole moment of an 
atom-diatom system ; m„ stands for the dipole moment 
of the linear complex and jjll for the dipole moment of 
the T shaped complex. Clearly, for the isotropic part 
A ol of the dipole moment one has
^ 0 1  “  3 ( Mu+ 2 / i x) .
Since A 0l has a short range component, as well as a 
long range component due to dispersion, the following 
parametrized form for A 0l is physically reasonable:
A 01 = C e x p [ - R/ p ]  + DR -7
The dispersion part is obtained by fitting i(/i„ + 2 / i j  at
large distances (7 -1 0  bohr) to the form DR"\  which 
goes quite well. The short range contribution is  ob­
tained by fitting the same expression  at short distances  
(4. 0 -5 .  6 bohr) after the dispersion part is  subtracted. 
We then find a good exponential behavior. In this man­
ner the following values are resulting: C = 38. 8 a. u . , 
p = 0. 58 bohr, D =  -  61. 8 a. u. (The exchange dipole 
alone yields p = 0. 61 bohr). The value of p is  in rea ­
sonable agreement with the value p = 0. 624 bohr quoted 
by Poll and Hunt14; more detailed fits including varia­
tions in the rotational and vibrational coordinates of 
H2 are presented in a forthcoming paper.
The parameter A 23 is  mainly due to induction, 
the formula derived in the appendix we get:
A Z3 = ^3 (Jq e(<?2 2)ii "4 .
As we have seen earlier , one gets essen tia lly  the same  
result for the He induction dipole whether we apply this 
formula or fit the VB He induction resu lts  at large d is ­
tances, both methods give A 23 = 1 .1 4 / R 4. Using the a c ­
curately computed values of Refs. 22 and 23 for « g 6 
ancl (Q 2 2) , respectively , one getS i423 = 1. 16/i?4.
Comparing the different contributions to the co llis ion  
induced dipole, as given in Tables III and IV, one finds 
as the m ost important conclusion of this paper that a 
very good description of the co llis ion  induced dipole 
moment is obtained by including exchange, H2-overlap  
induction and, as the only long range effect, the quad- 
rupole induction dipole on the He atom. The two dif­
ferent short range effects have practically the sam e, 
exponential, distance dependence.
When looking at heavier rare gas sy stem s one must 
keep in mind that the polarizability of the He atom is
From
extraordinarily sm all. Therefore, one can expect for 
heavier rare gases the long range effects to be more 
important, but also the exchange and penetration to 
start at larger distances. In any case, it is  clear  
from our resu lts that the effects of short range forces  
on the collision  induced spectra cannot be neglected.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix the matrix elem ent (0 0 1 ¡1 (1,0) 100) is  
expressed  in a se r ie s  in l / R .  No assumption is made 
regarding the sym m etries of the subsystem s, the only 
condition is that they are neutral. Specializing the r e ­
sulting expression  to an atom-diatom system  it be­
com es the well-known c la ss ica l formula describing an 
isotropic polarizable charge in the field of permanent 
multipoles.
We will follow Fano and Racah’s notation24 in writing 
a Clebsch-Gordan se r ie s  as an irreducible tensorial 
product, denoted by square brackets. The spherical 
harmonics Clm(r) used below have the phase of Condon 
and Shortley and are norm alized to 4ir/(2Z + 1).
We evaluate
<00 | ju a,0) 100) = (00 |(f iA+ Hb)R0V+ VR0(U A+ mb) 100) .
F irst  the term (00 I i i BR 0V 100) is considered, the other 
term s follow then by analogy. Because the monomer 
B is neutral, we may m easure / iB from any origin; we 
choose the center of m ass of B.
Expanding R Q, and inserting the multipole expansion  
for V11 we get:
oo
(00  | [ i B R Q V  10 0 ) = ( -  l ) '« ( î f  )1/2
*a> I
x (2 L  + 1)1/2R- l -1 y ) 'A E ;J [ (0 |j iB|6 )x [C i (H)
x[(0|Q!AIO)x(6|QfJo)l(L,l (0T 1> (1)
Here: \uB is  the yth spherical component of ¡j,B}
L  =l a + h  i
R = ( R , R )  is  the vector pointing from the center of 
m ass of A to the center of m ass of B ,
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1
FIG. 1. Graph G r e p re se n t in g  the recoupling coefficient r e ­
f e r r e d  to in the appendix.
n A - 'V' n r la c ,  m (rn)(a summation over the
^ i ama ~ “ a*ma aa t A
charges q a belonging to molecule A and having 
position vectors r a = (ra, f  a)) ,
Q?tmb as for A.
Instead of the irreducible product arising in this ex ­
pression  we would rather have the following one:
[[<0|mb |6 )x (6 |Q fj0)]i |’x<0|Q,Aj 0 ) ] lx)xCx,(Â)]1!l) (2)
because here the irreducible tensors on B are coupled 
first, and hence we may be able to substitute the d ipole/ 
/ b-pole polarizability of B. Furthermore, this ir r e ­
ducible product gives the sim plest possible behavior 
under rotation of the monomers.
s
One readily derives that the required recoupling co ­
efficient is  [(2X+ l ) ( 2 I b+ 1)(2jL + 1)]1 / 2xG, where G is  
the graph given in Fig. 1 . This graph breaks on three 
l in es , 25 and so we get for the recoupling coefficient:





'a * ¿61 
h (3)
where the expressions between curly brackets are the 
usual Wigner 6j sym bols.
Define the irreducible / b-pole//^-pole polarizability  
of B by:
b v > ' [(0 IQiBJ 6 )x(ft  IQph 10)1
« » • '» * » "  4 -  e $ - e ? (4)
Then:
<00 I HBR0V + VR0h b 100) = —r  £  ( - D '-d f  )l n R-L-1
vJ  ia,J&=o “




r ^ [ [ a a , , , ) i 6x ( 0 |Q,Aj 0 ) ] <>> x C £ ( f l ) ] ‘1>
and further one easily  shows:
X(0 |Q A |0) ] <x)x c i (fi)]” ) .a
To our knowledge this formula for the dipole moment 
induced on a m olecule of arbitrary sym m etry by another 
m olecule, a lso  of arbitrary sym m etry, has not been
given before. The vector T v has the following physical 
interpretation: a permanent moment (0 IQ^ 10) on A in­
duces an irreducible tensor of order L b on B via the 
d ip o le //b-pole polarizability of B. These two monomer 
tensors couple to give a dimer tensor of order X, which 
in turn couples with the geom etrical tensor C L(R)  to 
the v component of the vector T.
If B is  an atom (in a state \ y 0L 0M ^ )  the polarizabil­
ity tensor (4) is  a scalar:
o(2 / 6+ 1 ) - 1 / 2
Ç ( - 1 )
V 7!
L0*Ll
0i L u h }
(yp L 0 \ IQtfel I Ti £  i) (*) i £  11 I Ql h1 \ l o L o)
E yol o E y \ Li
y
(6)
where {L0, L u  is the triangular delta, and the double 
barred matrix elem ents are the usual reduced matrix  
elem ents introduced by applying the W igner-Eckart  
theorem.
In the case of l b =1 the above definition for the dipole/ 
dipole polarizability of an atom differs by a factor 
from the more usual definition:
b i ,o b i b 2 ^ '  (0 I r ,  i b)(b \r. 10) 
a a (i)0= 2^3 a 0, where ^0 = 3 ^  2 ^ ----- E B -  ----- ’
r.  - x ,  v , 2 .
If A is  a linear molecule in a £  state, one easily  
proves:
(0 | Q Amj 0 ) = C ,nmn(fiA)(Q A ) ,
where R A is  the unit vector that specifies  the orienta­
tion of A, and (QZA) is  the component of the l a pole along 
the molecular axis. If A is a homonuclear diatomic, 
only even 7a values occur. One finally arrives at:
(00  I ¡i ^ R qV  + V R 0n * e 10 0 )
1 / 2= j §  £  [U.+ l)(2/.+ l)(2i.+ 3)l
(V)
Note that this formula has been derived without using  
the gradient formula, as is  usually done . 6,9
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